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Neil Young Demands Spotify Remove His Music Over
‘False Information About Vaccines’
“They can have [Joe] Rogan or Young,” Neil Young wrote in a letter to his manager and label. “Not
both”

By  

Neil Young and The Promise of the Real performing at British Summertime 2019, Hyde Park in
London.
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 demanding that they remove his music from . “I am doing this because

Spotify is spreading fake information about vaccines – potentially causing death to those

ANDY GREENE 

Neil Young posted a since-deleted letter to his management team and record

label Spotify
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who believe the disinformation being spread by them,” he wrote. “Please act on this

immediately today and keep me informed of the time schedule.”

“I want you to let Spotify know immediately TODAY that I want all my music off their

platform,” he continued. “They can have [Joe] Rogan or Young. Not both.” Young is

referencing the  that 

 has peddled on The Joe Rogan Experience. Last month, 270 doctors, physicians,

and science educators signed an  asking Spotify to stop spreading Rogan’s

baseless claims.

“With an estimated 11 million listeners per episode, JRE, which is hosted exclusively on

Spotify, is the world’s largest podcast and has tremendous influence,” the letter reads.

“Spotify has a responsibility to mitigate the spread of misinformation on its platform,

though the company presently has no misinformation policy.”

ADVERTISEMENT

Young removed most of his music from Spotify several years ago because he felt the

sound quality on the service was too low, but he ultimately relented. “That’s where

people get music,” . “I want people to hear my music no

matter what they have to get through to do it. I’m just trying to make it so they hear a lot

more and enjoy it a lot more, but sell it for the same price because music is music.”

Young’s letter was addressed to his manager and a Warner executive. At press time,

Spotify hadn’t responded to a request from Rolling Stone asking if they planned to

steady stream of misinformation about vaccines Joe

Rogan

open letter

Years Bef ore Neil Young Took on Spotif y and Joe Rogan, H…

'A Menace to Public Health': Doctors Demand Spotif y Put…

he told Rolling Stone in 2019
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remove Young’s music. It’s still available, but it might be smart to listen to Zuma and

Rust Never Sleeps while you still can. They could disappear at any moment.

In This Article: Joe Rogan, Neil Young, Spotify
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